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About This Game

Combat, romance, adventure, and of course—magic! Master four elements and take on fate itself in this epic, interactive
fantasy tale! Six possible endings. Four hours for a single playthrough. Three love interests. Countless choices. Male or female?

Leader or loner? Good or evil?

What kind of mage will you be?

"Fatehaven" is a 110,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Devon Connell, where your choices control the story. It's entirely
text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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Its not very user friendly, some aircraft get stuck no matter what you tell them to do, which means you have to delete them.
Graphics wise, it could be better, It's also annoying to have to re-size the radar boxes EVERY TIME you start a new session!
Some tool tips wouldnt go amiss either! Some bugs still need to be squashed, quite a few in fact! Some pilots must be blind as
they crash into an aircraft coming in from 90 degrees like they cant see them, which results in a collision, which kills your score,
-500!! Some planes do a piroette at taxiway junctions, some planes sit at gates spinning for a while. Also, with the addon's there
are duplicate timetabled aircraft which make things awkward. Im not sure they have heard of beta testing, as there are so many
bugs. It's a shame as its generally a good program, and probably one of the better ones, suprisingly, but them bugs really need to
be squashed to make this the best!. this game is a literal disgrace to this \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing planet, the internet
should have been kept for government use only. this is a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 version of binding of isaac,
even the original BOI is better than this garbage. i'm not even trying to be a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665this is just
utter trash and the people who made this should feel bad and be arrested, if you liked binding of isaac so much you could've
made mods instead of a ripoff that barely classifies as a game. this is bad to a point where it's not even funny, this is like
something you'd make in gms within the span of 3 hours, this game should be removed from the store, it's criminal that this
costs money. we need another video game crash.

(very exaggerated i apologize). Honestly the sheer frustration born from the difficulty of getting a town to more than a cluster of
starving townsfolk dying of cold drove me to succeed in this game, but really, once you succeed there is literally nothing else.
Once you have worked out the fine details of what makes your world thrive this game just becomes a pointless time-sink with
no reward. Eventually the only thing that will stop you is natural disasters, and those are SO over the top and unbalanced it will
stop you dead as they are nearly impossible to recover from.

Overall i had fun learning to master this but it -very- quickly got stale and I found myself looking at the modder community to
make anything decent of this. I get the impression this was literally just a half-finished concept game that they never bothered
finishing.. cant play game flashing green. i just to like it a lot, but recent development changes make it totally unworth it..
Survival in space

Has the basic survival mechanics that are key to most survival games, e.g., ensure oxygen and food supply, upgrades of suit are
lost if you die, envirnmental progression (upgrade to go further and find better materials). Basebuilding is fun.

The will to stay alive and scavange is motivated by a final fight that will end the game.
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Why?

The costume damage feature is not available in the Steam version.. I can play on the web with a bad UI the original. It's either
really difficult or really easy.
It cost too much.
Story mode is repetitive.. Colorado is a very challenging end game mission that sections the map off to certain disguises and
really challenges you to the fullest and many of the opportunities and challenges are at their peak especially with this being the
only map with four targets and hard to discover challenges this is truly the most sinister made map yet however it can be fun
when completed, I guess.

+Challenging as hell but not super annoyingly hard
+Restricts certain parts of the map to certain disguises
+Four targets
+Only three escalations
+Great opportunites
+Story is really developing into something worth playing for
+So much to do

-Several targets barely move or stay within guard's POV for so long and gets annoying to try and kill them
-Area looks ugly and the colors look saturated and bad
-Certain escalation that is a real \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665er
-Very hidden challenges
-Super militarized and just crazy to adapt to
-Sniping someone off the water tower undetected will still cause guards to come and wait under the water tower and will never
leave even though they're "searching"

Colorado is a great start to the story of the game and is definitely the top of the list of challenging maps in the game however it's
very confusing and annoying with its difficulty and really makes you want to quit and go right to Japan but it just sucks lol.
. You can't even play this DLC against AI unless you want to jump though the hoops of getting a dedicated server. Please release
this for singleplayer.. I main Mila, and this is one of the best costumes for her.
For full price? No. Never. Ignore this. But on a sale and if you like how the costumes look - go for it.. It's mindless, it's
ridiculous, it's loud, it's campy.... it's fantastic. :P

If you want a game to play with your friends that gives you an obnoxious amount of enemies to mow down and enough guns to
make Borderlands say "Woah, calm down, bruh." here you go. It's great if you need a lil stress relief and just wanna blow stuff
up for a bit. It's not just guns, either! You'll also be able to summon tanks, mechs, turrets, missle and gunship strikes, lasers, and
all that is just ONE of the four classes you can play as. It even makes playing the basic class (Ranger, aka Call O' Duty Rooty
Tooty Shooty Class) interesting with some gimmick weapons and quality of life stuff that makes them really help the other
classes. All the classes have their own flavor, really. You like to zip around and shoot lasers? Got it. You wanna dual wield chain
guns AND a giant sword AND a giant hammer? Got it.

Now, due to the nature of it, yeahhh, it's repetitive and collecting the loot can take a while in some missions, since you have to
actually go "collect" it (AKA working the dodge roll more than a Legend of Zelda speedrunner) and that can be a bit tedious.

If that doesn't bother you too much and you just wanna shoot bugs (or if you're like my roommate and ants seem to gravitate
towards you, more than likely due to the sugar addiction, I mean, c'mon) you'll probably love this. :P The voice acting and lines
are B-movie as heck, too, so that just adds to the ridiculousness of it all. In a fun way!. I bought this game because I thought that
I would be able to ride horses in it.
0\/10, game does not satisfy my horse riding needs.
. If a crap took a crap then that crap took a crap and then that crap got lost in a field of craps and decided to take a crap while
watching someone play this crap it's still not enough craps to display how crap I found this game. Still look on the bright side I
got my 75 cents worth in this review.
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